Abstract: A Case-based reasoning (CBR) system generally includes three parts: case recall, case adaptation, and a case library. The objective of this research is to develop a searching mechanism for the case recall of a CBR system in the context of building design. Our work focuses on developing the similarity relationship among building design cases. The similarity relationship serves as a searching mechanism in retrieving relevant design cases. In this paper, we present an approach to applying artificial neural networks (ANN) to serve as a searching mechanism of a CBR system. The results of this research include: 1) to present suitable knowledge representations of various design cases; and 2) to develop a searching mechanism of a CBR system.
INTRODUCTION

Background and motivation
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an AI method to solve problems based on analogical reasoning with precedents. CBR has been applied to various applications, such as planning, design, and diagnosis [1] [2] . A CBR system generally includes three parts: case recall, case adaptation, and a case library. A framework of a CBR system has been presented [3] .
In real world situations, there are many building design problems that could not be solved by standard logic reasoning methods. They are usually solved by referring past similar building design experiences. This reflects the way that human beings solve problems. The way of biological neural system to solve problems is different from traditional computational approaches. Artificial neural network (ANN) is a methodology of problem solving based on simulating the process of biological brain to solve problems [4] .
Most CBR systems use relational databases to build their case libraries. Cases are stored based on attributes with index for further retriving. The result of searching a relational database is either some cases matching query or nothing. This kind of searching mechanism could not be applied in problems with incomplete or fuzzy information. In contrast, an ANN system allows ambiguous, uncertain factors of problems to be solved. This feature of ANN provides a possible solution to the searching limitation that general CBR systems currently face.
Objective and problem
The objective of this research is to develop a searching mechanism for the case recall of a CBR system in the context of building design. Our work focuses on developing the similarity relationship among building design cases. The similarity relationship serves as a searching mechanism in retrieving relevant design cases for a specific building design problem. The searching mechanisms generally used in CBR are based on attributes query, which can only find the cases exactly matching the query attributes. However, in the building design field, design problems usually are hard to specify with their attributes. Furthermore, there are no identical building design cases in the world. Our argument here is, even though users cannot find exactly 100% matching cases, it is very likely to have some design cases providing relevant information for the new design problem that users currently face. Thus, we suggest a method to retrieve cases by a fuzzy way with the notion of case approximation or similarity.
Approach
In this paper, we present an approach to applying ANN as a searching mechanism of a CBR system. The ANN allows fuzzy and uncertain factors in input data. Our intension is that the similarity of existing design cases to a specific design problem could be classified as differential weights by percentages. To fulfill the requirement, we first implement a research prototype named CBA (Case Base for Architecture) based on the theory of case-based reasoning. The goal of CBA is to develop an electronic tool for assisting building design. Currently, the prototype of CBA includes a database with office building design cases. In this paper, we attemp to incorporate an artificial neural system as a searching mechanism in CBA. We use NeuralWorks Professional II Plus for system development and adopt the back propagation network (BPN) to construct our neural system with a three-layer structure. The office building cases in CBA are used as the sources for the input layer and the output layer for training and testing our neural system.
DESIGN KNOWLEDGE OF BUILDING DESIGN CASES
The design knowledge representation
Currently, the main domain of CBA is office building design cases. In this paper, we use the office building design cases in CBA as sample data to construct our neural systems. The major challenge here is how to get the design knowledge of office building design cases. According to our research in CBA, a case can be represented by 1) basic information; 2) analysis information; and 3) user recommentation. Since it is difficult to get the original design knowledge for each office building design case, we analyze current available databases and literatures for summarizing the attributes of an office building design case. The result is shown in figure 1 . The way of recording building attributes provides a means to extract the design knowledge of a builing case. In this paper, we use these attributes as the starting point to represent the design knowledge of office building design cases. 
The design knowledge extraction
Our intension in this research is to explore the application of ANN in case-based building design. We narrow down our scope to extract four key attributes with respect to general office building design knowledge. The four attributes are: 1) the type of service core（CORE）. 2) the road relationship of building site（ROAD）. 3) the story of an office building（STORY）. 4) the total floor area（AREA）.
To solve a layout design problem of an office building design case, we usually start from the site analysis, for instance, the road relationship of the building site implies the building orientation and allocation of entrance. Another empirical approach to solve a layout design problem is the design and allocation of the service core of an office building design case. Thus, we use the CORE and ROAD attributes to serve as the layout design knowledge of an office building design case in this research. On the other hand, the building story reflects the scale and technology of a low-rise, middle-rise, or high-rise building. Also, the total floor area usually is relating with the design knowledge of building scale and building code. Therefore, we use the STORY and AREA attributes to serve as the scale design knowledge of an office building design case in this paper.
THE SEARCHING MECHANISM
Our research intension is to build the layout similarity relationship （ LAYOUT ） and the scale similarity relationship （SCALE） between existing office building cases and new office building design problems. The shortcomings of existing searching mechanisms based on query attributes are mentioned above. The notion of a comprehensive similarity relationship among building design cases that this research intends to achieve is shown in figure 2 . We argue that there should have a way to level the similarity relationship by percentage for each existing building case to the new design problem. To fulfill the intension, we use the CORE and ROAD attributes of office building cases to construct the LAYOUT neural system. The LAYOUT neural system serves as retrieving office building design cases with similar layout design knowledge. On the other hand, we use the STORY and AREA attributes to construct the SCALE neural system. The SCALE neural system serves as retrieving office building design cases with similar scale design knowledge. The frameworks of two searching mechanisms that this research intends to achieve are shown in figure 3.
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CASES ANALYSIS
The number of real office building design cases collected in this paper is 27. Most cases are located in Taiwan. Some cases are located in China. To conduct our research, we first record these cases according to the four key attributes (CORE, ROAD, STORY and AREA) that we mentioned above. The sample records of office building cases are shown in table 1. After recording the 27 office building cases, we use one matrix to locate these 27 cases according to the CORE and ROAD attributes, and another matrix to locate 27 cases according to the STORY and AREA attributes. The distribution results of these 27 cases on both matrices are shown in table 2. By analyzing both matrices, we can find these 27 cases are not equally distributed. Some cells in the matrices is gathered with many cases, however, many cells are empty. Since both matrices actually imply the LAYOUT and SCALE neural systems that we intend to develop, the unequal distribution results of 27 cases are not competent to design a neural system with well performance from statistic viewpoint.
The office building cases are the resources to construct our neural systems. A good resource should be: 1) the number of samples is sufficient; 2) the distribution of samples is equal; and 3) the data of samples is correct. A good resource is a key to construct a successful neural system. To avoid the situation mentioned above, we need more office building cases to get equal distribution results on both matrices. Thus, we refer the records in table 1 and simulate another 63 office building design cases. Consequently, the total number of office building cases in this paper is 90. We further divide these 90 cases into two parts. One part includes 70 cases for training our neural systems. The other part includes 20 cases for testing the trained neural systems. The distribution results on both matrices of the 70 cases are shown in table 3. These 70 cases are distributed more equally on both matrices. Later we will use the 90 cases to construct our neural systems. 
VARIABLES ENCODING
A basic neuron (processing element, PE) in an ANN system transfers an input value into an output value. To use the 70 office building cases to construct our neural systems, we need to identify the input variables and output variables and encode these variables as necessary. The following section describe the steps of encoding these variables for developing our neural systems.
The input variables
The four attributes (CORE, ROAD, STORY, and SCALE) of office building cases are used as the input variables to constuct our neural systems. The CORE and ROAD are the input variables to construct the LAYOUT neural system. The STORY and AREA are the input variables to construct the SCALE neural system. Before using these four variables, we need to encode them first. The CORE and ROAD variables are non-sequencial classification variables. In contrast, the STORY and AREA variables are sequencial classification variables. Both nonsequencial and sequencial variables are encoded with single PE or multi-PEs for further performance comparison. The encoding principles of the four input variables are shown in table 4. To illustrate it in more detail, for instance, the value of a CORE variable is an integer between 1 and 6 while it is encoded as single PE. However, while it is encoded as multi-PEs, it will need 6 PEs to represent the CORE variable, and the value of each PE is either 1 or 0. 
The output variables
What are the output variables of our neural systems? The research intension, we mentioned before, is to get the similarity relationship between current building design problem and existing office building design cases. Thus, the similarity relationship should be the expected output. However, how to represent it by corresponding output variables to achieve our goal? Our solution is to use multi-PEs to represent and encode the corresponding output variables. Each PE carries the corresponding similarity value of existing cases to current building design problem. The value of each PE is a real number between 0 and 1. The overall concept of similarity relationship is shown as Once the neural systems are developed, from a scenario viewpoint, if we get an output result like a29 building in table 5 after inputting the variables of a new design problem, then we should be able to know the cases located at the cell (2,3) with 98% similarity, the cases located at cell (3,2) with 68% similarity, and the cases located at cell (4,5) with 33% similarity to current building design problem. 6. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
System structure and network parameters
The system structures of two neural systems that this research intends to develop are shown in table 6. We adopt back-propagation network (BPN) to construct our neural systems since it is the most popular approach to build a supervised learning network. 
The neural system training process
Based on the system structures described in table 6, we start to construct the LAYOUT and SCALE neural systems. The number of PEs in the three-layer structure is described above. Two sample diagrams about the training process of our neural systems are shown in figure 4 and figure 5. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results
The number of network structures to construct the LAYOUT and SCALE neural systems is two for each. The training and testing results of the two neural systems are listed in table 8. 
Discussions
Based on the results shown in table 8, we find the four network structures that perform well during training phase. The value of classification rate of each structure is 100% during training phase. However, we also find the classification rate during testing phase is not good except the network structure composed by '2+6+30' PEs. The value of classification rate during testing phase is only getting 165_WC1.doc-5 -42% in other three network structures. To figure it out, we start to investigate the contents of the output files (*.nnr). However, the output values in those output files all seem reasonable. They are quite close to our expecting results, even though they are not exactly the same. Also, we didn't find any information relating with over learning during training and testing phases.
So far, to explain the situation mentioned above, we could only make some possible judgments and leave it for further study. One possible explanation might be the insufficient number of building cases that we collect. Although we already simulate another 63 building cases, the number and the quality of these cases might still be not able to construct a comprehensive neural system. Another possible explanation might be the formula of classification rate that we use in our tool. Perhaps we should go through each output file manually to see if there are any misunderstandings about the formula of classification rate.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary
Retriving the right building design cases at the right time is an challenge to the application of CBR to building design problem. This is more important especially while there are many building design cases in a case library. The use of previous building design cases as a starting point could have significant effects on the quality of the final design [3] .
The concept of similarity provides a means to retrieve previous cases without the shortcomings of searching by query attributes. In this paper, we propose a solution to the case retriving problem of a CBR system by applying ANN. Using the neural systems we developed, an office building designer could find relevant design cases according to the building design problem that he/she currently faces. The goal of our neural system is not only provide the most matching cases but also providing all previous design cases with different similarity percepentage to current building design problems.
Future work
The studies of ANN in construction engineering and cost estimation attracted more research attention in the last decade. This paper provides an ANN approach to serving a searching mechanism in the field of case-based building design. The results provide a reference for researchers with the same inetrests.
Currently, the link between our neural systems and CBA is undertaken. The NeuralWorks Professional II provides a means to transfer a neural system into C code. We attempt to link our neural system in web environment to serve the searching mechanism in CBA. Besides, from our research, different building types will need different neural systems to serve. Consequently, there are many neural systems to serve different building design problems in CBA. Therefore, the optimizion issue will getting more important and need to be considered carefully.
Another possible approach by applying ANN to serve as a searching mechanism might be the abilities of pattern recognition. Literature reviews show there are many research progresses of ANN in pattern recognition [4] [5] . In building design field, the contents of building drawings include invaluable building design knowledge. If we could recognize the building design knowledge by building design drawings, we should be able to retrive relevant building design cases by comparing building drawings. Thus, the ability of pattern recognition of ANN provides another research potential of developing a searching mechanism to our work.
